Manthan’16
Cultural Competition
Each team can participate in only one event of cultural competition. From each college there
should be only one team for each of the following events:

1. Bollywood Hungama
Rules :
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Each team consists of 6 members.
Dressing sense and songs should not hurt any community’s feeling.
The participants are requested to bring two CDs to avoid technical disturbance. Out of
which, they are also requested to submit one CD to the coordinator of the event.
Time boundation is 3-5 minutes. Negative points for exceeding the time limit.
Song must be bollywood based only. Selection of one or more songs is allowed.
Each team should wear appropriate costume for dance performance. It should reflect
dance category.
Lighting of matchsticks, candles and cigarettes or any derogatory acts are strictly not
allowed on stage.
No extra time shall be given for installing CDs. It should be done prior to the event.
The participants will be judged on their costumes, visual presentation and dance form.
The decision of Judges will be final and binding.

2. Rock N’ Roll
Rules:
∑ Time limit is 2-3 minutes. Negative points for exceeding the time limit.
∑ The participant is requested to bring two CDs to avoid technical disturbance. Out of
which, he/she is also requested to submit one CD to the coordinator of the event.
∑ No extra time shall be given for installing CDs. It should be done prior to the event.
∑ The participant will be judged on his/her costumes, visual presentation and dance form.
∑ Dance will be based on Western Theme.
∑ Participant should get his/her own props. All props must be specified to the event
coordinator.
∑ Lighting of matchsticks, candles and cigarettes or any derogatory acts are strictly not
allowed on stage.
∑ Choice of song is open to the participant.
∑ Any obscene/offensive music/song is not allowed.
∑ The decision of Judges will be final and binding.
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3. Folk Ballad and Sufi Ballad
Rules:
∑
∑
∑
∑

From each college there should be only one participant.
Time allowed is up to 3 minutes. Negative points for exceeding the time limit.
Instrument is allowed.
Outfit and song should not hurt any community’s feelings.

∑

The decision of Judges will be final and binding.

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges
Ms. Anjali

- 93169-87666

Ms. Shaveta - 98145-85974
Ms. Sheelu

- 75080-61561

Ms. Deepti

- 98723-85894

4. Mirror Dance

Rules for:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Each team consists of 2 members.
Time boundation is 3-4 minutes. Negative points for exceeding the time limit.
Dance of team members should reflect each other.
Selection of one or more songs is allowed.
Dressing and song should not hurt any community’s feeling.
The participants will be judged on their costumes, visual presentation and dance form.
No extra time shall be given for installing CDs. It should be done prior to the event.
The participants are requested to bring two CDs to avoid technical disturbance. Out of
which, they are also requested to submit one CD to the coordinator of the event.
The decision of Judges will be final and binding.

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges
Ms. Shalli Jindal

- 99140-80394
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Event:Debate

A good leader can engage in a debate frankly and thoroughly, knowing that at the end he and the
other side must be closer and thus emerge stronger. You don’t have that idea when you are
arrogant, superficial and uninformed - Nelson Mandela.

Rules for Debate:∑

The debate will be done in British Parliamentary style.

∑

Only one team per college.

∑

Team size is of 2 members.

∑

One member speaks for the topic and other against it.

∑

Topic will be given 24 hours prior to the event.

∑

3 minutes per speaker will be given.

∑

Judgment will be done on the basis of relevance, facts, pronunciation and paralanguage.

∑

Decision of judges will be final and binding.

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges
Ms. Shaveta - 98145-85974
Ms. Sheelu

- 75080-61561
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Event : RJ Hunt

Rules and Regulations

1. Topics will be given in the spot for first round
2. Timings of first round will be 50 to 70 seconds
3. The selected participants will go to the second round i.e. Caller Round
4. Second round will be based on same theme as the previous one
5. Timing of second round will be 2 – 3 mins.
6. Participants will be judged on the basis of fluency, spontaneity, presentation, sense of
humor, communication skills and interaction to listeners.
7. Decisions of judges will be final and binding.

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges

Ms. Aanchal Bawa - 8146325511
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Event: Corporate Roadies

This event is being organized to check out confidence, enthusiasm, zeal and creativity of the
candidates.

Rules:
∑

Maximum 2 entries from each college.

∑

50% candidates will be selected from each round.

∑

There will be 4 rounds.

Round 1:- Introduction
Each member will have to introduce him/herself by answering random question asked by the
jury.

Round 2:- Gallant
In this round selected candidates will have to play games on the spot.

Round 3:- Treasure Hunt
Candidates have to find out the treasure from variant places.

Round4:- Ad-Selfie
Selected candidates will be given a product and they have to attach suitable creative tagline and
they have to click their own selfie with the product and it will be displayed on the main stage
screen for the final selection. Candidate with best selfie will be announced as a roadie.

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges
Ms. Mona jindal - 9779078930
Ms. Neha watts - 9317400007
Ms. Navita singla - 9988288554
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Event: Skit Competition
Each college has five minutes only
A) 1 minute for set up
B) 3 Minute for skit
C) 1 minute for breakdown
You may be get blasted by the horn if you go over.
Only one talent routine may be submitted from each college. Make it the good one.

Rules:
∑

Time limit will be of 5 Minutes
a. 1 Minute for set Up
b. 3 Minute for skit
c. 1 minute for breakdown

∑

Number of participants will be 3-6

∑

It should not be vulgar and cheap. It should not hurt any community’s feeling.

∑

Mode of Language will be Hindi, Punjabi, English or Mix Mode.

∑

Only pre-recorded background music is allowed.

∑

Props are allowed. However, the team itself is responsible for putting it on the stage and
putting it off the stage just after the skit is over.

∑

Decorum should be maintained in dress and delivery of dialogues.

∑

Judgment will be done on the basis of theme, costumes, co-ordination, dialogue delivery,
acting and overall performance.

∑

Decision of Judges will be final.

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges
Ms. Aanchal Bawa
Asstt Prof, SSDWIT
8146325511
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Event:Corporate Fashion Show
Rules:
1. One team per college is allowed.
2. The team has 5 members including one team leader and the team has to come with their team
name
3. The team should carry their own music, props and PPT’s to show special effects in the
background.
4. Every team should be in formal clothing only blazer, saree, trouser-shirt, scarf, tie, safari suit
and formal skirts are allowed. Jeans and ladies suit are not allowed.
5. There will be two rounds.

First Round:
1. Team will have to do modeling for two minutes and the leader will give the introduction.
2. Teams will be judged on the basis of clothing, walking stance, props used & special
effects.
3. Best four teams will be chosen for second round.

Second Round:
1. Team will have to do modeling
2. Any of the team member will have to answer the following questions within 10 seconds:
E.g.
∑

Importance of formal dressing

∑

Justify the name of your team

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges
Ms. Mona jindal - 9779078930
Ms. Neha watts - 9317400007
Ms. Navita singla - 9988288554
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Event: Mind Twister

Mind Twister Event will consist of following type of puzzles:1. Hidden Element puzzle
2. Celebrity Puzzles
3. Funny Puzzles
4. Picture Puzzles

Rules:
1. Each team will consist of two participants.
2. Only one team will be allowed from each college.
3. Each puzzle will be of 10 Marks.
4. Judgment will be done on the basis of score. The team having the highest score will be
the winner.
5. Decision of the Organizer will be final and undebatable.

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges
Ms. Navjot Kaur
Asstt. Professor
Contact no. 98729-98287
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Event: Website Development
Topic: www.Kabadiwalabti.com

Rules:
1. The participants will develop website at their own colleges and can register themselves on or
before 15th March,2016 by e-mail.(e-mail id: manthan. ssdwit@gmail.com)

2. There is no bar for any kind of development tool.
3. The participants must develop the project on real/actual data.(Dummy Data is not
allowed)
4. The participants will display their websites in running state on the day of competition.(No
PPT will be accepted)
5. The participants must present their project on their own laptops.(No System will be
provided by the college)
6. A team can have maximum 3 members.
Only one team can participate from each college.
List of Contents that must be included in website:
1. Users of this website must get information according to the product ( like leather, clothes,
metal, paper, plastic or others.) they want to enquire.
Judgment Criteria:
1. Actual facts/Data
2. Project quality on the basis of creativity
3. Knowledge of development tool in which project is development

Note - For further inquiry and details please contact event in-charges

Ms. Gargi
Asstt Professor
8559097858
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Event: Hobby Hut
HOBBY HUT
CO-ORDINATORS:
Ms. ISHA SAREEN (94630-39139)
Ms. VIJAY LAXMI (98550-12021)
Ms. KAMNA RAWAT(94788-38911)
Ms. DEEPIKA GARG(94639-19798)
Ms. ASHU BALA (9855877171)
Ms. POOJA(9780855480)

RULES:
a) RANG DE RANGOLI:
1. From each college, one team comprising of maximum two participants shall be allowed.
2. Teams will be awarded maximum one hour’s time to prepare the Rangoli.
3. Teams are required to bring their own material and decorative items accordingly. Use of
Paints is not allowed. Theme: - Indian culture.
4. The decision of Judges will be final and binding.
5. In case participants exceed the time limit Judges will be free to disqualify the team.
6. Participant Teams will be provided marked space (Approximately 3X3 sq. ft) for Rangoli
preparation.

b) FACE PAINTING:
1. From each college, one team is allowed .Team comprises of painter & the person whose face
is to be painted.
2. Teams will be awarded maximum one hour’s time for face painting.
3. Teams are required to bring their own material.
4. Theme will be given 30 minutes before the event.
5. Area allowed for painting is face & neck only.

c) FOOD WITHOUT FIRE:
1. This is an INDIVIDUAL event. From each college only one participant is allowed.
2. Time allowed is 1 hour.
3. Participant has to bring with him/her own knife, peeler & cutter etc.
4. Judgment will be based on taste & presentation.
5. Every material including decorative materials used for food must be eatable.
6. Only Veg. material is allowed. Vegetables can be in raw or already boiled form.
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d) NAIL-ART:
1. From each college, one team is allowed. Team consists of one artist & the person whose
nails are to be painted.
2. Teams will be awarded maximum one hour’s time to complete five nails.
3. Teams are required to bring their own material.
4. The nails must be unpolished when the competition starts.
5. Work can be applied on natural or artificial nails
6. Participants are free in their choice of nail shapes; nails can be round, square.
7. Theme will be given 15 minutes before the event. Theme must be followed on all five
nails.
8. Participants are not allowed to use stickers; all parts must be created and applied during
the competition itself.

e) TATTOO-MAKING:
1. From each college, one team is allowed. Team consists of one artist & the person on
whose arm tattoo is to be drawn / made.
2. Time duration of competition is 30 minutes for one hand one side.
3. Teams are required to bring their own material.
4. Tattoo must fit with in 6” x 10” area of Arm Sleeve.
5. Use of any color of Ink is allowed.
6. Theme will be given 15 minutes before the event

f) HAIR STYLING:
1. From each college, one team is allowed. Team consists of one artist & the person whose
hair style is to be made.
2. Hair length can be medium, or long. Hair extensions are acceptable. However, Wigs
are not allowed
3. Ornaments and hair accessories are acceptable, however, be sure the actual hair style
can be clearly seen
4. Pony tail hair styles are allowed only.
5. Time Allowed is one hour.

Note: Prize will be given only to the artist.
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Event:- Technical Writing
Rules:
1. This is an individual event. Only one participant from each college is allowed
2. Participant can use only Black Point Pen.
3. Topic will be given on the spot
4. Don’t bring any electric device, paper, book or any helping material.
5. Plain A4 size sheet will be provided
6. Document should be clean, clear, readable and of maximum 500 words in conversation
style within the time limit of 30 minutes.
7. Don’t use false language.
8. Judgment will be done on the basis of consistency, contents, time limit, length of
document and conversation style.

Event:- Poetry Writing
Rules:
1. This is an individual event. Only one participant from each college is allowed
2. Participant can use only Black Point Pen.
3. Multiple Topics will be given on the spot in different languages. Participant can choose
any topic of respective language for competition. Only one poem is considered for
judgment from each participant.
4. Don’t bring any electric device, paper, book or any helping material.
5. Plain A4 size sheet will be provided
6. Time given to write a poem is 30 minutes.
7. Winner will be declared individually from each language.
8. Poem should be clean, clear, and readable. Don’t use False and abuse language.
9. Judgment will be done on the basis of creativity, contents, time limit, writing style
(language used for poetry and writing).

For any further query and detail please contact event incharge
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Ms. Gargi Mittal - 8559097858

Event:- 47 seconds to Fame
Rules:
1. The performer or a group of performers can be participate.
2. Only one team from each college is allowed.
3. Performer or group of performers have to go up on stage and do absolutely anything that
the crowd and the judges like in 47 seconds.
4. The range of performances vary from mono acting, belly dancing, gangam styling,
juggling, playing drifting on guitars, gymnastics, acting of actors, politicians, poetry,
telling jokes (except cheap action , vulgar language or lyrics) and any other thing.
5. Judges can disqualify any performance before time if they feel irritating by ringing
buzzer

For any further query and detail please contact event incharge
Ms. Gargi Mittal

-8559097858

Ms. Pooja Gupta

-9780855480
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